FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

IRIS GOES BEYOND IDENTITY AT ID4AFRICA
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa. June 17, 2019 – Fresh from unveiling a new
logo in conjunction with its 25th anniversary, IRIS Corporation Berhad (IRIS),
inventor of the World’s 1st multi-application eID and ePassport, is making its
presence known in Africa with new innovations for digitising citizen
identification.
Showing at ID4Africa is IRIS’ new Digital ID platform to complement physical
eID cards and add convenience in an increasingly digitalised world. National
eID card holders will be able to use eID credentials as trusted, authenticated
and verified identification to interact and transact online.
IRIS offers Digital ID through a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) platform which
attaches identities to digital certificates for assured, verifiable and secure
digital communications. This secure platform enables trusted electronic
identities for people and services, allowing the implementation of strong
authentication, data encryption and digital signatures. Digital ID will enable
governments to accelerate their digitalization strategies and make the leap
into a digital future.
In addition to Digital ID, IRIS will also be showcasing its multi-application eID
solution and high quality ICAO compliant ePassports. As a certified security
printer by INTERGRAF, IRIS has proven expertise in the development of
secure and customized eIDs and ePassports.
IRIS has extensive experience and expertise in deploying Trusted ID
solutions to 34 different countries to date including Nigeria, Senegal,
Guinea and Tanzania, collaborating with governments in moving forward
with robust citizen identification schemes that integrate security features
with the latest security technologies and software.
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“IRIS have had the opportunity to provide our Trusted ID solutions to 34
different clients with different needs and operating in different
environments. We don’t see ourselves as just vendors, we are partners of
growth for our clients from all across the globe” said Shaiful Subhan, Group
CEO of IRIS.
At IRIS, we support governments around the world by providing the right
secure solutions to this challenge; leading technology paired with competent
and responsible consultation tailored to the specific national and
international requirements aimed at protecting the identity of citizens.
For more information and live demonstration, please visit IRIS at Booth B18
at The Emperors Palace Convention Centre.
Availability
For price and solution enquiries, please contact marketing@iris.com.my .
###

About IRIS Corporation Berhad
IRIS Corporation Berhad (www.iris.com.my) is a global solutions provider with 25 years’
experience in developing ePassports and multi-application eID cards. Having accumulated
experience and accolades from bridging the gap between identity security and technology, IRIS is
raring to go further with a new corporate vision that embodies the company’s strategic shift
towards providing Trusted Identification solutions that are Innovative, Relevant, Intelligent and
Secure.
The company continues its legacy of unwavering optimism, confidence and commitment towards
delivering cutting-edge innovations in trusted identification. The addition of two arrows as the
company’s brand emblem reflects IRIS’ renewed emphasis on speed and dynamism which are
vital for prospering all stakeholders as all move forward and rise together through synergies with
long-standing, as well as new, business partners in order to deliver long-term value to all
stakeholders. IRIS continues to expand its global footprint - delivering unrivalled service and
exceeding customers’ expectations in 34 countries.
IRIS Corporation is a MSC-status company and listed on Bursa Malaysia (ACE market).
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